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SPECIFICATION SHEET

Larger buildings and factories, increasingly powerful and flammable chemicals, complicated
heavy machinery…the evolution of man-kind towards industrial society has led to a whole
new set of challenges for teams specializing in fire control, as well as search and rescue.

Teamwork at the disaster scene is imperative, where lives are literally at stake. This
requires specialized heavy-duty radios and accessories that are rugged and yet able to
work in all-weather conditions. There are other challenges beyond fires and falling beams,
poisonous chemicals, gases and plastics where adequate protective gear and breathing
apparatus would need to be worn.

Motorola has a host of two-way radio accessories specially designed to suit every situation
to provide a hardy and reliable communications link between fire-fighters and backup
personnel in hostile fire and / or emergency environments.

Audio Accessories with Flexibility
The Commport Integrated Ear Microphone /
Receiver System is a tool created for such situations.
A complete handsomer solution, it combines a
miniature microphone and receiver, employing digital
processing technology to ensure superior audio quality
and clarity, even with high noise backgrounds.

It is available in different configurations, such as radio
PTT adapter, Ring PTT or Palm PTT, and is suitable
for use with any type of protective clothing, even
gloves. The Commport system’s robust construction
makes it a versatile communications tool for fire and
rescue forces.

Ready Power at all time
To ensure your radios are always primed and ready
for service. Without impinging on traveling time, they
can be charged via a Mobile Vehicle Adapter or
Travel Charger. The Mobile Vehicle Adapter virtually
turns a portable radio into a mobile, complete with
capabilities to extend coverage, in-vehicle
programming and handsfree capability. The Travel
Charger charges your battery on the go and also
offers handsfree accessibility, allowing you to
concentrate on the road.
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Specialty Audio System
If there is a need to communicate in high background noise,
Motorola’s special Helmet-Com system can be fitted to any
standard helmet. At the same time, it offers ultra-clear
transmission, as the special bone conduction microphone is
not dependent on sound waves for transmission, but rather
converts the vibration pressure signals directly from the skull
bone. The Helmet-Com system is connected to the two-way
radio via a fire-retardant PTT, which is also splash proof (IP55)
and intrinsically safe.

For search and rescue missions or normal day to day operations,
the Remote Speaker Microphone is one device capable of both
transmission and receiving of messages. When clipped near the
shoulder, it enables quick and easy two-way communication,
without removing the radio from the belt or carry case. The optional
Receive-Only Earpiece is ideal for confidential listening.

Enhance Your Radio’s Capabilities
A comprehensive range of accessories is available
so that the radios can be customised to suit your
needs. Adding the proper headsets, microphones,
batteries, chargers or carry cases can enhance
the productivity of the people who use two-way
radios. Motorola accessories are built with the
highest quality standards and are specially
engineered to assure maximum performance of
your radio, no matter what profession you’re in.

Remote Speaker
Microphone

Commport
Integrated Ear
Microphone/
Receiver System

Rugged Temple
Transducer Headset

Multi-Unit Charger

Universal Chest pack with
Radio Holder, Pen Holder
and Velcro secured
Pocket

D-shell Receive -Only
Ear Receiver

Vehicle Charger


